Angela Predhomme
"Angela has created another lovely collection
of contemporary folk and pop songcraft, using
her formidable writing and vocal talents on
this current collection of tunes.”
– Rob Reinhart, Essential Music, WDET
“From bubbly, radio-friendly pop to bouncybluesy charmers and beyond, Angela
Predhomme’s new CD of acoustic originals is
pop/acoustic perfection.”
– Roger LeLeivre, Music Writer, A2Downbeat

Soulful singer/songwriter Angela Predhomme sings from
the heart with a smooth, expressive voice, and has a knack
for writing melodies that stay with you long after you've
heard her songs.
From catchy folky pop tinged with R & B to blues rock and
jazz, Predhomme’s songs are melodic and well-written.
Credits include song placements in Lifetime TV’s hit show
“Dance Moms,” NBC’s "The Voice," ABC Family’s “Switched
at Birth,” MTV's "Teen Mom," TLC's "What Not to Wear,"
Ron Howard’s "America in Primetime” for PBS, and closing
credit placement in the film A Wedding Most Strange. Songwriting credits include finalist and honorable mention
placement in Song of the Year song contest.

Add Date 1-11
"There are just those few special artists who stand
out and make you go 'Yeah, this one.' 'Will' evokes
that feeling for me. This album is stellar with every
song having hit potential.”
- Dave Davis, Independent Share Radio

Info

AngelaPredhomme.com
Twitter: @AngelaPredhomme
Facebook.com/pages/Angela-Predhomme/32121454905
YouTube.com/AngelaPredhomme

“For those of you who, like me, feel that AAA
radio is maybe just a tad too rootsy, folky or
alt-country, Angela Predhomme is a breath of
fresh air. Angela's well-crafted, beautifully
sung songs have a pop, almost jazz, sensibility
to them. They are a delight both to listen to
and play on the air.”
– Will Stanley, founder, WKZE, NY

Focus Tracks

#2 Natural (4:20)
#3 Let Her Go (4:21)
#4 Living in a Love Song (2:53)
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